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Abstract—A general framework and a holistic concept are pro-4
posed in this paper that combine computationally light machine5
learning from streaming data with the online identification and6
adaptation of dynamic systems in regard to their structure and7
parameters. According to this concept, the system is assumed to be8
decomposable into a set of fuzzily connected simple local models.9
The main thrust of this paper is in the development of an originalAQ1 10
approach for the self-design, self-monitoring, self-management,11
and self-learning of such systems in a dynamic manner from data12
streams which automatically detect and react to the shift in the13
data distribution by evolving the system structure. Novelties of14
this contribution lie in the following: 1) the computationally simple15
approach (simpl_e_Clustering—simplified evolving Clustering) to16
data space partitioning by recursive evolving clustering based on17
its relative position to the mean of the overall data, 2) the learningAQ2 18
technique for online structure evolution as a reaction to the shift19
in the data distribution, 3) the method for online system structure20
simplification based on utility and inputs/feature selection, and21
4) the novel graphical illustration of the spatiotemporal evolu-22
tion of the data stream. The application domain for this com-23
putationally efficient technique ranges from clustering, modeling,24
prognostics, classification, and time-series prediction to pattern25
recognition, image segmentation, vector quantization, etc., to more26
general problems in various application areas, e.g., intelligent27
sensors, mobile robotics, advanced manufacturing processes, etc.28
Index Terms—Evolving fuzzy systems, fuzzily weighted recur-29
sive least-squares estimation, fuzzy rule-based systems.30
I. INTRODUCTION31
S EVERAL important problems from control theory and ma-32 chine learning such as system modeling and identification33
[9], clustering and classification [20], time series prediction [2],34
and controller design [22] can be generalized into a common35
framework that can be represented as a nonlinear mapping of36
some inputs onto some outputs. For example, in classification,37
the inputs are the features, while the outputs are the class38
labels; in clustering, the outputs are not existing; in control, the39
inputs are usually the error and the derivative (or integral) of40
the error, while the outputs are the control actions; in system41
modeling, the inputs represent the independent variables, while42
the outputs—the dependant ones; in time series predictions, the43
inputs are past and present values, while the outputs are the44
predicted future values of the time series. An obvious approach45
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(that was dominant until 1970s) is to use some existing prior 46
knowledge about the structure of the mapping (usually in the 47
form of first principle models) and then to fine tune the param- 48
eters. The alternatives to the first principle models include the 49
following: 1) so-called black-box approach to which we can cat- 50
egorize state-space and polynomial models [9], more recently, 51
neural networks (NN) [15], etc., and 2) expert and fuzzy rule- 52
based (FRB) models [22]. The former lack transparency and 53
is often dubbed “number fitting.” The latter were tedious and 54
difficult to design until 1990s and were closely related to expert 55
knowledge. During 1990s, it was proven that FRB are dual AQ356
to certain types of NN. Thus, the term “neuro-fuzzy systems” 57
(NFS) was introduced, and data-driven learning techniques 58
were developed [16] which decoupled the FRB systems from 59
the expert knowledge. This can be seen as an extension of 60
the well-known concepts of adaptive (usually linear) systems, 61
independent multiple model systems [24], Gaussian mixture 62
models [2], generalized regression models [11], etc. 63
The importance of data-driven FRB systems becomes vital 64
nowadays when we are surrounded by huge amounts of stream- 65
ing data flows leading to so-called “digital obesity” [25] (every 66
year, more than 1 EB (= 1018 bytes) of data are generated AQ467
worldwide, most of it in digital form). The availability of 68
conveniently using efficient online real-time algorithms for 69
extracting knowledge in a human-intelligible form from data 70
streams [13] is a pressing demand. It is important to emphasize AQ571
that the data-driven design methods do not exclude the expert 72
knowledge which can be used (if available) at the initialization 73
steps or at a higher supervisory level. These approaches are 74
important because they make the automation of the process of 75
complex nonlinear systems design possible as well as extracting 76
automatically in real-time knowledge and providing it to human 77
users or decision makers which is vital for numerous practical 78
applications [3], [17], [25]. 79
System design problem can be divided into the following: 80
1) system structure identification and 2) parameter learning [9]. 81
While the latter problem is well studied [9], [16], the former 82
one is still an open problem. Traditionally, it was assumed that 83
the structure is selected and fixed by an expert based on some 84
prior knowledge or experience or derived offline [9], [16], [18], 85
[22]. During the last decade, a number of approaches emerged 86
addressing the problem of online identification of FRB system 87
assuming an evolving structure, such as self-organized fuzzy 88






dynamic evolving neural-fuzzy inference system (DENFIS) 90
[14], SELM [29], optimally pruned extreme learning machine AQ1091
(OP-ELM) [30], enabling new function mode [31], evolving AQ11AQ1292
NN [10], etc. Most of these require user- or problem-specific 93
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thresholds that influence the resulting structure complexity94
which leads to a large number of rules being generated; to95
remedy this, they apply afterward “pruning” techniques [4],96
[5], [14] that require further threshold parameters and may lead97
to instability and represents an ad hoc technique. In eTS [12]98
and DENFIS [14], the spreads of the membership functions99
belonging to various inputs have the same value. Improved ver-100
sions were also published, such as exTS [19] which introduceAQ13 101
learning of the spread (cluster radii)„ but a major shortcoming102
of these approaches is that they assume a fixed number of103
inputs/features determined in advance.104
In this paper, we propose an entirely data-driven method105
called simplified evolving Takagi–Sugeno simpl_eTS+ NFS106
that allows truly flexible and evolving structure systems to107
be designed autonomously online including selecting the in-108
put variables, adapting the cluster radii, and using a compu-109
tationally simplified evolving online clustering method. The110
basic principle is that of a gradual evolution of the fuzzily111
coupled multimodel structure in terms of local subsystems112
as well as in terms of input variables. Contrast this to the113
abrupt “pruning” and lack of flexibility in terms of input114
variable selection and cluster radii/membership spread of all115
other currently existing approaches. The structure is determined116
by a new computationally simple evolving clustering method117
(simpl_e_Clustering) in the joint input–output data space118
(see Section III). The quality of the local models and the119
respective automatically generated FRB can be monitored on-120
line by qualitative measures, such as utility (Section IV). The121
inputs/features are gradually selected from an initial pool based122
on their recursively accumulated sensitivity using an original123
method (Section V). The proposed approach is verified on a124
number of challenging synthetic and real industrial examples125
(Section VI).126
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT127
The proposed simpl_eTS+ NFS can be seen as a gener-128
alized framework that can model and describe nonlinear and129
nonstationary processes, as shown in Fig. 1.130
It differs from all current NFS such as adaptive network-131
based fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS) [16], DENFIS [14],132
eTS [12], SAFIS [5], SOFNN [4], FLEXFIS [17], ePL [8],AQ14 133
evolving NN [10], etc., by the fact that they have a prefixed134
number of inputs (see Condition E, Fig. 2).AQ15 135
It is also unique in the way the system structure is generated136
(evolves) from the streaming database on the data density137
increment (see next section and Fig. 3) that reflects shifts in the138
data stream (see Fig. 5). It also differs by the ability to gradually139
simplify the system structure based on the rules’ utility.140
Simpl_eTS+ can be interpreted as an evolving set of141

















where Ri denotes the ith fuzzy rule, i = [1, N ], N is the num-143
ber of fuzzy rules, x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]T is the input vector,144
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the simpl_eTS+ as an NFS. Layer 1
represents the membership functions grouped by fuzzy rules, layer 2—the
aggregation operators, layer 3—the normalization, layer 4 weighs the local
models, and layer 5 sums the partial outputs.
Fig. 2. Rule-based evolution in the simpl_eTS+. System structure is not
fixed but can rather gradually evolve in terms of fuzzy rules (Condition A for
growth and Conditions B and C for reduction) as well as in terms of input
variables and respective fuzzy membership functions and dimensionality of the
consequences that are associated with them (Condition D).
(xj is xi∗j ) denotes the jth fuzzy sets of the ith fuzzy rule, 145
j = [1, n]; note that n also evolves, xi∗ is the focal point of the 146
ith rule antecedent, LM(yi) is the Local Model of the ith fuzzy 147
rule, which is expressed by the (generally, m-dimensional) 148
output variables yi = [yi1, yi2, . . . , yim]. 149
The data are standardized online using recursively updated 150
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Fig. 3. (a) Two-dimensional illustration of the principle of forming new clus-
ters and fuzzy rules based on density increment δ [see (8) and the Appendix]
relative to the global mean (denoted by a diamond). New clusters/rules of one
of the following types are formed by new data samples. Type 1 (inside the
inner circle)—they provide better generalization and summarization. Type 2
(outside the outer circle)—they provide better coverage of the data space. The
data between the two circles are interpreted by the existing rules. (b) For
comparison, the same data from Fig. 3(a) are used to demonstrate the zone
of influence (using ellipsoids at a fixed membership degree value). It is obvious














σ2y(k − 1) +
1
k − 1 (y(k)− y(k))
2
σ2y(1) = 0mx1 (2)
where xst denotes the standardized input data, yst—152
standardized output data, x is the mean of the input data, y—the153
mean of the output data, σx denotes the standard deviation154
(variance) of the input data, and σy—the variance of the155
output data.156
For a specific type of the local subsystems, one can transform157
the simpl_eTS+ into one of the following types:158
1) first order TS-type [1] FRB system when the local sub-159
systems are linear160
yi = xTe π
i xTe = [1, x
T ] πi =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ai01 . . . a
i
0m





2) zero-order TS-type FRB system that can also be consid- 161
ered as a simplified Mamdani (sM) type when the local AQ16162
subsystems are singletons (crisp scalar values) 163
yi = Ai (4)
where Ai = [ai01 ai02 ai0m]T denotes the local subsys- 164
tem parameters. 165
The overall output of the simpl_eTS+ system y is formed 166
as a collection of loosely/fuzzily combined multiple local sim- 167
pler subsystems yi. The degree of activation of each local 168
subsystem is proportional to the level of its contribution to the 169









where yi represents the output of the ith local subsystems, λi 171
is the normalized activation level of the ith rule, and τ i is the 172
firing level of the ith rule. 173
The firing level can be defined as a Cartesian product 174
(t-norm) of respective degrees of membership of the antecedent 175






where μij is the membership value of the jth input xj , j = [1, n] 177
in the ith fuzzy rule i = [1, N ]. 178
The membership function can be of any known form. The 179
Gaussian and bell functions are preferable due to their general- 180
ization capabilities (resembling normal distribution and cover- 181








where, for (rij)2, i = [1, N ] j = [1, n] is the spread of the 183
membership function, which represents the spread of the zone 184
of influence of the cluster/rule/neuron projected on the jth axis. AQ17185
In the following section, we will describe the 186
simpl_e_Clustering method used in simpl_eTS+ 187
to automatically extract the system structure from data streams 188
by “on fly” clustering, detecting novel data patterns and 189
evolving the shape of the clusters. 190
III. SIMPLIFIED EVOLVING CLUSTERING METHOD 191
(simpl_e_Clustering) 192
The basic principles of the newly proposed 193
simpl_e_Clustering approach are to ensure the following: 194
P1) good generalization and summarization of data by clus- 195
tering around the focal points located in areas of high 196
density D; 197
P2) good coverage of the entire data space by expanding the 198
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The latter condition is evaluated in respect to the relative200
position of the new data point, existing focal points, and the201
global mean of all standardized data [23]. Additionally, the202
level of overlap of the fuzzy rules is being controlled removing203
previously existing rules that overlap significantly with the204
newly formed rules. Finally, rules/neurons/clusters are being205
removed if they are not used actively.206
Machine learning literature introduced the paradigm of con-207
cept change [6] of the underlying distribution of data streams208
called drift (gradual evolution of the concept over time) or209
shift (a more abrupt and sudden change of the concept over210
time). The concept drift is represented as a smooth sliding of211
the data distribution in the data/feature space from one region212
to another. The concept shift is directly related to the concept213
of evolving systems—forming new clusters/neurons/rules or214
removing existing ones that are not used actively.AQ18 215
While the data density is represented in the data space216
domain, both the drift and shift must be analyzed in the joint217
data–time space domain. In the newly proposed simpl_eTS+218
method, shifts in data streams are detected naturally by the219
density increment δ(k) [see Fig. 3(a)].220
Reaction to a detected shift is by either the following:221
1) forming a new rule around a new data sample which222
becomes a focal point for global data distribution;AQ19 223
2) replacement of an existing fuzzy rule.224
Replacement of a rule itself consists of the following:225
a) forming a new rule around the new point—same as in the226
previous step;227
b) removal of the rule which has lower density and is close228
to this newly added one.229
In summary, we evolve the structure of the simpl_eTS+230
according to the following conditions:231
Condition A) a data sample that covers a new area of the data232
space represented by the density increment relative to the233
global mean [see Fig. 3(a)];234
Condition B) avoid overlap and information redundancy (see235
Fig. 4).236
Condition A is defined (see Lemma 1 in the Appendix for237
details) as238
IF (δ(k) = N) THEN (x(k) → new centre) (8)













)2 − z2j (k) + v2 (zj(k)− zi∗j (k)) zi∗j (k)
is the partial (per cluster and per input) density incre-240
ment and z = [xT ; y]T denotes the input–output vector (data241
sample).242
It can be proven that the global mean tends asymptotically243
toward zero when the number of standardized data points tends244
to infinity (Fig. 5)—see Lemma 2 in the Appendix for the proof245
lim
k→∞
zst = 0. (9)
Fig. 4. Condition B: If the overlap between the new and existing membership
functions is very high, then the previous (old) rule is removed and replaced by
the new one. AQ20
Fig. 5. Convergence of the global mean of the standardized data to the origin
(Lemma 3)—data space representation for two inputs.
Corollary 1: When standardized data are being used, then 246
limk→∞ γi∗j (k) = (z
i∗
j (k))
2 − z2j (k). 247
As a result of Condition A, two types of new focal points of 248
clusters/rules will be formed [see Fig. 3(a)]: 1) type 1—based 249






j (k) = N 250




i∗(k) = −N . 252
New rules of type 1 represent focal points with higher density 253
than any previous focal point [see the inner circle in Fig. 3(a)]. 254
New rules/clusters of type 2 are defined by focal points that 255
cover new areas of data space that cannot be interpolated well 256
using previously existing rules only—outside the outer circle in 257
Fig. 3(a). 258
Corollary 2: When standardized data are used, Condi- 259









j (k) ∀i, i = 260









j (k) ∀i, 261
i = [1, N ] for type 2. This can be conveniently represented 262
graphically for a 2-D case as shown in Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(b), 263
for the sake of comparison, we illustrate exactly the same 264
data as in Fig. 3(a) but instead of the circles indicating the 265
areas where new rules of type 1 and 2 will be formed, 266
we indicate the zones of influence of the existing clusters 267
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TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
It is important to note that Condition A only requires the270
following to be known:271
1) current data point zk;272
2) previous focal points zi∗(k);273
3) the global mean z.274
It codifies, however, the exact information about the density at275
the current point, although all previous points are not memo-276
rized. All other existing approaches for evolving NFS do not277
use the density information of all previous points except eTS278
[12], [19], [28] which is computationally less efficient than the279
proposed approach, as can be seen in Table I. The compu-280
tational complexity of the proposed simpl_e_Clustering281
method in the structure stage is of order O(1) because it only282
requires an online update of a single value—the global mean283
z. In terms of memory, its complexity is of order O(N) since284
it requires memorizing previous N focal points plus the global285
mean. For comparison, eClustering (the approach used in eTS286
to generate the system structure) has computational complexity287
of order O(N) that includes the updating of potentials of the288
existing N rules and calculating the potential of the new point.289
Its memory requirements are of order O(N + n) for centers290
and accumulated variables needed to recursively calculate the291
potential [12], [19], [28]. Note that k  N , k  n, while N292
and n are comparable.293
As opposed to the clustering approach used in eTS [12], [19],294
[28], there is no need to calculate the data density/potential,295
neither the density at the focal points nor to keep them in the296
memory and to update them. At the same time, differently from297
all other published approaches, known to the author, the density298
information from all previous data samples is being used,299
recursively accumulated and compared to all previous focal300
points, as detailed in the Appendix. To update the global mean301
per input [see equation (2)] is much easier and computationally302
cheaper than to calculate and update densities/potentials.303
Moreover, it can also be proven that the global mean is the304
point with the highest density/potential—see Lemma 3. Thus,305
principle P1 alone (selecting data points with highest den-306
sity/potential as candidates to form new centers) is not enough307
to ensure coverage of the data space. This was emphasized on308
an empirical basis in [21].309
Condition B can be formulated as “the new point that is310
accepted to be a new focal point based on Condition A. It should311
not have a high degree of membership to any of the already312
existing rules (should not be very close to any of the previously313











where ε0 is a level that represents a high degree of member- 315
ship (closeness to the center) and a suggested value ε0 = 0.9 316
of 90%. AQ23317
This condition leads to a simpler structure compared to other 318
methods which often require the so-called “pruning,” which 319
will be discussed later. AQ24320
IV. SELF-MONITORING THE QUALITY OF CLUSTERS IN 321
simpl_e_Clustering 322
Simpl_eClusteringis a method that self-monitors and 323
self-regulates the quality of the generated clusters. In 324
simpl_eClustering, only cluster centers and the mean 325
value are kept in the memory that are N + 1 values of 326
dimension (n + m), while all other data points are dis- 327
carded. The question arises “how well do these centers 328
represent the data that were discarded from the memory?” 329
Simpl_eClustering addresses this generic issue of evolv- 330
ing online system design that is usually ignored by other 331
existing methods by monitoring and reacting online to certain 332
properties of the clusters (respectively, rules) that are formed. 333
The value of the spread (zone of influence) of the clusters 334
r can be updated per input j online by learning the data 335
distribution and variance [24] 336(
rij(k)
)2= β (rij(k−1))2+(1−β) (σij(k))2 , rij(1)=0.5
(11)
where β is the learning step (recommended value is 0.5); 337
σij(k) is the scatter/spread, which is determined by (σij(k))2 = 338
(1/Si(k))
∑Si(k)
l=1 ‖zi∗ − zl‖2; σij(1) = 1; Si is the support of 339











Sl(k + 1) = Sl(k) + 1
)
.
Due to the incremental nature of the approach, the relevance 341
of a cluster (respectively, fuzzy rule) may change. One of the 342
measures of the relevance of the rule is the utilityU which 343
accumulates the weight of the rule contributions to the overall 344
output during the life of the rule (from the moment when this 345







It is a measure of importance of the respective fuzzy rule 347
compared to the other rules [comparison is hidden in the relative 348
nature of λ, [see (5)]. 349





U l(k) < ε1
)
THEN (λl ← 0) (13)
where ε1 denotes tolerance (recommended values 3%–10%). 353
In simpl_eTS+, the cluster/rule utility is used for real-time 354
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As a result of this procedure, the antecedent part of the 357













, i=[1, N ].
(14)
It can be directly used for clustering data and various applica- 359
tions, e.g., in robotics [27] and user behavior modeling [26]. 360
It can also be used as a basis of FRB or NFS for: 361
1) online prediction; 362
2) classification; 363
3) control. 364
V. SELF-LEARNING simpl_eTS+ 365
A. Learning Consequents 366
Once the antecedent part of the fuzzy model is determined 367
and fixed, parameters of the consequent part πi can be learned 368
using a recursive least square (RLS) estimation [9]. The real- 369
time algorithm performs both tasks (clustering and parameter 370
estimation) at the same time instant (per data point). The 371
antecedent part of the rules (layers 1–3 of the simpl_eTS+, 372
Fig. 1) can be determined in a fully unsupervised manner, while 373
the consequent part (layers 4–5) requires a supervised feedback. 374
The supervision is by error feedback which guarantees opti- 375
mality (subject to fixed rule-base structure) of the consequent 376
parameters. The overall output of the simpl_eTS+ system 377
given by (1)–(7) can be rewritten in a vector form as follows: 378
y = ψTθ (15)
where θ = [(π1)T , (π2)T , . . . , (πN )T ]T is a vector formed by 379
the local model parameters, ψ = [λ1xTe , . . . , λNxTe ]T is a vec- 380
tor of the inputs that are weighted by the normalized activation 381
levels of the rules λi, i = [1, N ] for the first-order TS model 382
(3), and ψ = [λ1, λ2, . . . , λN ]T for the sM (4). 383
For a given data point x(k), the (globally) optimal in LS 384
sense solution θˆk that minimizes the following cost function: 385
(Y −ΨTθ)T (Y −ΨTθ) → min (16)
can be found by applying the weighted RLS (wRLS) with 386






γC(k) =C(k − 1)− C(k − 1)ψ(k)ψ
T(k)C(k − 1)
γ + ψT(k)C(k − 1)ψ(k) (18)
initialized by θˆ(1) = 0; C(1) = ΩI , where k = 2, 3, . . .; C is 388
an Nn×Nn covariance matrix; Ω is a large positive number; 389
I is the identity matrix; γ denotes the gradual forgetting factor 390
γ (0.9 < γ ≤ 1); Y , Ψ, and θ are the diagonal matrices with 391
y(k), ψ(k), and θ(k) in their main diagonal, respectively. 392
We call this locally optimal fuzzily weighted RLS learning 393
with forgetting (wRLSf) algorithm. In this expression, the RLS 394
is fuzzily weighted through the activation levels which are not 395
the same as the conventional weighted RLS [9] that is directly 396
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has a fixed structure. Under this assumption, the optimizationAQ25 398
problem (16) is linear in parameters. The concept of evolving399
systems, however, assumes a gradually evolving model struc-400
ture. As a result, the activation level of the fuzzy rules λi401
changes. These changes (although infrequent and gradual in the402
sense that only one out of N rules is affected and only when a403
new rule/cluster is created) have retrospective effect (they affect404
previously calculated activation levels λij , where i = [1, N ] and405
j = [1, k − 1]).406
Locally optimal in LS sense solution of the online parameter407
identification task is as follows [12]:AQ26 408
ˆπi(k) = ˆπi(k − 1) + ci(k)xe(k)λi (x(k))
×
(
yl(k)− xTe (k) ˆπi(k − 1)
)
(19)
γci(k) = ci(k − 1)− λ
i (x(k)) ci(k−1)xe(k)xTe (k)ci(k−1)
γ + λi (x(k))xTe (k)ci(k − 1)xe(k)
.
(20)
Initialized by ˆπi(1) = 0; ci(1) = ΩI; l = 1, 2, . . . ,m; k =409
2, 3, . . . will minimize the following cost function:410
N∑
i=1
(Y −XTπi)TΛi(Y −XTπi) (21)
where Λ and X are the diagonal matrices with λ and xe,411
respectively, in their main diagonals.412
The local wRLSf is significantly less affected by this dis-413
turbance of the theoretical optimality of the RLS condition as414
compared to the global wRLSf. In addition, it is significantly415
less computationally complex.416
B. Online Input Selection417
Selecting the most informative inputs/features is a critical418
task that is usually associated with preprocessing stages [2]419
and is addressed by approaches such as principal component420
analysis [2], GP [7], etc. These approaches, however, require aAQ27AQ28 421
batch set of data and a fixed model structure.422
In the previous section, and, to the best of our knowledge,423
in all previous research in online system identification, indeed,424
it was assumed that the dimensionality of the input/features425
vector n is predefined for each problem at hand. Here, we426
present an approach which breaks this assumption by gradually427
removing inputs/features that do not contribute to the output(s)428
based on online estimation of the sensitivity of the output(s)429
to the inputs. Because in TS fuzzy systems [1], the output is430
locally linear; the sensitivity analysis is reduced to the analysis431
of the consequent parameters. The importance of each input/AQ29 432
feature can be evaluated by the ratio of the accumulated sum of433
the consequent parameters for the specific jth input/feature in434




Tir(k) i = [1, N ] j = [1, n]
(22)
Fig. 6. Importance of the input variables estimated online (Condition D) based
on real industrial data as described in case study B.
where Tij(k) =
∑k
l=1 |aij(l)| denotes the accumulated sum of 436
parameter values of the ith rule. 437
Since the inputs, outputs, and the internal variables of the 438
simpl_eTS+ system are standardized, they are comparable 439
between each other. The value of the weight can be used for 440
the gradual removal of inputs/features that contribute little to 441
the overall output. Then, the inputs/features j∗ that do not 442
contribute significantly to the output can be removed at the next 443
time instant, simplifying from the system structure 444
Condition D: 445
∃j∗| ωij∗(k) < ε2 nmax
r=1
ωir(k), i = [1, N ] (23)
where ε2 denotes the tolerable minimum weight of an 446
input/feature—suggested value is from 3% to 5%. 447
This approach provides a tool for monitoring and analyzing 448
the contribution of each input variable/feature online. Removal 449
of features/inputs, however, should be used with care because, 450
as for any online and incremental approach, simpl_eTS+ is 451
order dependant, and therefore, removal is recommended on the 452
basis of longer period of monitoring/observation. 453
Condition D is in terms of the proportion which the weight of 454
a certain input/feature represents from the maximum of the ac- 455
cumulated sum of parameters (see Fig. 6 for an example). If this 456
proportion is negligible (less than ε2), then this input/feature 457
can be removed without significantly affecting the output. This 458
technique has high practical importance because, very often, in 459
a real environment, there are many measurable variables that 460
influence the output. 461
This approach is prototype-based in that some of the data 462
points are used as prototypes (focal points). A number of pre- 463
vious algorithms that concern (neuro-) fuzzy system learning 464
use mean-based clustering [4], [5] (the centers are located at 465
the mean, which, in general, do not coincide with any data 466
point). The clustering approaches used in [4], [5], [8], [14], 467
[15], etc., are threshold-based, and the result highly depends 468
on the selection of appropriate threshold(s). Therefore, these 469
approaches form a large number of clusters that later has to be 470
“pruned” [5]. 471
Combining simpl_e_Clustering for antecedents’ struc- 472
ture identification (Section III) with the wRLSf learning algo- 473
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the following simple procedure for evolving simpl_eTS+475
from data streams can be formulated:476
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS477
A number of experiments were carried out on data streams478
from a synthetic and two real industrial processes. The synthetic479
data set is a widely used benchmark for predictive models and is480
a very challenging chaotic time series and was used in order to481
compare the results of using simpl_eTS+ with the results of482
other published approaches on the same data set. Both industrial483
data streams have noise and are provided to simpl_eTS+ and484
other algorithms without any preprocessing. Both data streams485
are collected from a large number of measurements (candidate486
input variables—180 and 23, respectively), and these put the487
algorithms to a test that is close to a real world situation. The488
experiments aim to demonstrate that simpl_eTS+ is able489
to autonomously self-develop, self-monitor, and self-improve,490
and in this sense, the experiments are very challenging. In491
addition, the second industrial data stream contains a sudden492
change around sample 1300 which was caused by replacing493
the catalyzer in the process run by The Dow Chemical Com-494
pany. This real life change is an excellent challenge which495
once addressed successfully demonstrates the ability to self-496
adapt model structure according to dynamically changing data497
streams.498
Each data stream was tested with several settings of the499
simpl_eTS+ in order to analyze the effects and perfor-500
mance of the improvements introduced in this paper; the501
first setting of simpl_eTS+ included the removal of rules502
(Conditions A–C); the second setting was with simpl_eTS+503
including online input selection (using Conditions A, B, D); and504
the last setting is of the full simpl_eTS+ (all Conditions A–D505
being active).506
A. Synthetic Data Sets507
First, we compare the performance of simpl_eTS+ with508
other published approaches on the widely used time series509





1 + z10(t− T ) − 0.1z(t).
The following experiment was conducted: 3000 data points,511
for t = [201, 3200], are extracted from the time series and512
TABLE II
RESULTS FOR MACKEY–GLASS TEST
used as training data and 500 data points, for t = [5001, 5500], 513
are used as validation data. The learning was stopped during 514
the validation to allow comparability with other published 515
approaches. The aim is to predict the value z(t + 85) based 516
on four previous values, namely, z(t), z(t− 6), z(t− 12), and 517
z(t− 18). The precision is measured using nondimensional AQ30518
error index (NDEI) defined as the ratio of the root mean square 519
error over the standard deviation of the target data. 520
The model complexity is measured by the number of fuzzy 521
rules generated. The results of the comparison of the proposed 522
approach with several published results (see Table II) demon- 523
strate the superiority of simpl_eTS+ that offers the simplest 524
structure (number of fuzzy rules and number of inputs) with 525
very high precision. 526
The best result in terms of lower error NDEI = 0.316 is 527
registered when Conditions A, B, and D are active but not 528
Condition C. This means that rules with low utility are not 529
being removed from the rule base (in this case, the rule base 530
has 20 rules and all four inputs). Activating Condition C AQ31531
(in addition to A and B) leads to removing two not much used 532
(with low utility) rules. Adding to that, Condition D allows 533
further removal of one input/feature that contributes least to 534
the overall prediction. The structure of the system gets much 535
simpler (15 rules and 3 inputs only) with some deterioration in 536
terms of the error (NDEI = 0.374/5) which still compares fa- 537
vorably with the alternative approaches taking into account that 538
they provide similar error level but use much more complicated 539
rule bases. 540
B. NOxNOx Emission Case Study 541
This data set was collected from car engines (courtesy of 542
Dr. E. Lughofer, Johannes Kepler University Linz, Linz, AQ32543
Austria) to estimate the NOx content in the emissions that they 544
produce based on the variables that are easy to measure, such 545
as pressure in the cylinders, engine torque, rotation speed, etc. 546
[17]. In total, as much as 180 input variables are considered 547
as potential inputs (these also include the physical variables 548
described previously taken at different time instants, i.e., with 549
different time delays). In [17], we used offline input variable 550
selection method and common knowledge to determine the best 551
five inputs. Instead, in this paper, we start processing all the data 552
inputs available and select the best subset automatically online. 553
When we apply Condition D, the end result is a fuzzy model 554
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TABLE III
RESULTS FOR NOx CAR EMISSION ANALYSIS
TABLE IV
PREDICTING PROPYLENE CONTENT OF DISTILLATION
(A–D), the model evolves to 13 fuzzy rules with seven inputs556
(fuzzy sets) (see the results in Table III).557
Moreover, the prediction error is lower with the model that558
has inputs selected automatically. In this experiment, again, a559
much simpler structure rule base is achieved when all condi-560
tions (A–D) are applied, but if the error is the only criteria561
(having a larger and much more complex structure), then con-562
ditions A, B, and D are most effective.563
C. Propylene Case Study564
The propylene data set is collected from a chemical distilla-565
tion process run at The Dow Chemical Company, U.S. (courtesy566
of Dr. A. Kordon, [3]). The data set consists of 3000 readings567
from 23 “hard” sensors. These are used to model the propylene568
content in the product output from the distillation. Some of the569
inputs proved to be irrelevant to the model and, thus, bring570
noise. Therefore, the input selection is very relevant for this571
particular problem.572
From Table IV, it is seen that using simpl_eTS+, a com-573
pact fuzzy model of seven fuzzy rules and two inputs (fuzzy574
sets per rule) can be evolved online which also provides the575
best precision (see also Fig. 7).576
This demonstrates that highly compact, transparent, and577
interpretable models can be designed from data streams online578
using simpl_eTS+.AQ33 579
Final Rule base for propylene:580
R1: IF (x1is 24.6) AND (x2is 26.3)581
THEN(y = −0.039 + x1 − 0.324x2)582
R2: IF (x1is 39.0) AND (x2is 43.5)583
THEN(y = −0.615 + 4.77x1 − 0.340x2)584
Fig. 7. Predicting propylene content in the product using simpl_eTS+.
The horizontal axis represents the data samples taken every 15 min; the
vertical axis represents the normalized values of the output y. A significant
technological change takes place around sample 1300.
R3: IF (x1is 46.2) AND (x2is 49.5) 585
THEN(y = −0.679 + 1.090x1 + 0.450x2) 586
R4: IF (x1is 45.9) AND (x2is 49.9) 587
THEN(y = −1.340 + 5.570x1 − 3.320x2) 588
R5: IF (x1is 36.2) AND (x2is 43.5) 589
THEN(y = −0.002 + 0.320x1 − 0.065x2) 590
R6IF (x1is 31.6) AND (x2is 38.7) 591
THEN(y = −0.007 + 0.366x1 − 0.129x2) 592
R7IF (x1 is 40.6) AND (x2 is 39.5) 593
THEN (y = −0.527 + 0.406x1 − 0.345x2Z) 594
VII. CONCLUSION 595
This paper has introduced a novel computationally and 596
conceptually simple scheme for a joint structure and pa- 597
rameter identification of evolving NFS of a generic type 598
(Fig. 1). The proposed new simpl_eTS+ approach also 599
evolves the inputs of the multiple inputs and multiple out- 600
put structure, removing rules/ neurons based on their utility. AQ34601
The simpl_e_Clustering approach that is used for system 602
structure identification and evolution does not use directly the 603
data density/potential (as it is in the eTS approach) and, thus, 604
reduces the computational efforts by an order of magnitude 605
(Table I). It differs from all other existing techniques of this 606
type by taking into account the accumulated proximity (den- 607
sity) information without memorizing it directly. The proposed 608
method allows complete autonomous knowledge extraction 609
from streaming data (including model input selection online). 610
The proposed approach takes into account the shift in the data 611
stream by evolving the structure of the system. Compared to the 612
other well-known concepts of adaptive systems, the proposed 613
one allows a much higher level of flexibility and achieves better 614
results on real-life data. The root of its better efficiency is in 615
the simpler model structure achieved based on data density 616
determined recursively (recursive noniterative manner of cal- 617
culations is the key why the approach is much faster); the better 618
precision is achieved due to flexibility (model structure evolves 619
and follows as a reaction to the dynamically changing data 620
pattern as opposed to averaging all data or using less efficient 621
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The main contributions of this paper are:623
1) the novel and computationally simple approach to data624
space partitioning by recursive evolving clustering based625
on the relative position to the mean of the overall data626
simpl_e_Clustering;627
2) the learning technique for online structure evolution as a628
reaction to the shifts in the data distribution;629
3) the method for online input/feature selection630
(Condition D);631
4) the method for system structure simplification based on632
utility (Condition C);633
5) the novel graphical illustration of the spatial-temporal634
evolution of the data stream (Fig. 3).635
The application domain for this computationally efficient636
technique ranges from simple clustering-based techniques for637
pattern recognition, image segmentation, vector quantization,638
etc., to more general modeling, prognostics, classification, and639
time-series prediction problems in various application areas,640
e.g., intelligent sensors, mobile robotics, advanced manufactur-641
ing processes, sensor networks, etc. The proposed approach can642
be used as a basis to build adaptive (with evolving structure)643
self-calibrating inferential (soft) sensors for chemical and oil644




In eClustering [19], the main condition to form new clusters649




















Starting from Condition A_old, it can be proven that a signifi-652
cantly simpler Condition A can be derived that is based on the653
density increment δ(k), i.e., (8) is identical to Condition A_old654
(used in eTS [12], [19], [28]), but it does not require the density655
to be calculated and updated for every new data point.656
Proof [23]: One can express the partial density increment657
as a difference between the densities of the following:658
1) the new data point zk calculated at the time instant k,659
Dk(zk);660
2) the density of the cluster/rule center calculated at the 661
same time instant Dk(zi∗) 662
Δi∗k = Dk(zk)−Dk(zi∗). (A2)
The meaning of the partial density increment is “how much 663
the density will change if we measure it in the new data point 664
instead of the previous i∗th cluster center (focal point of a 665
rule).” We can express this quantity from the definition of the 666








which leads to (A4), shown at the bottom of the page, 668
where Li = {1, 2, . . . , i ∗ −1, i ∗+1, . . . , k − 1} denotes a set 669
of (k − 2) indices (all indices from 1 to (k − 1) excluding the 670
index i∗. 671
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j is the mean of all points675
except the i∗th cluster/rule center and the last (k − 1)th point.676
Since both denominators (denom1 and denom2) express677
sums of distances, they are positive by definition. Similarly,678
(k − 2)/(k − 1) is also positive. Therefore, the sign of γi∗k679




)2 − z2jk + 2 (zjk − zi∗j ) zi∗j . (A7)
If the sign of the density incrementΔi∗k is the same for each681
rule, then the new data point brings a spatial innovation. OneAQ36 682
can judge this by observing the sign of the ∑n+mj=1 γi∗jk. If it is683
the same for all previously existing (N) rules, then the density684
increment takes place in respect to each previously existing685
rule. The overall sign of the density increment in respect to all686










The mean zi∗j used in (A6) can be calculated by subtracting688






















where zj(k−1) = (1/(k − 1))
∑k−1
l=1 zjl is the mean of all points691
up to the (k − 1)th.692
It can easily be calculated recursively693
zj(k−1) =
(k − 2)
(k − 1)zj(k−2) +
1
(k − 1)zj(k−1).
If the new data point does not bring density increment to all of694
the existing clusters/rules695
0 < δk < N (A10)
then it can be interpolated by the existing rules represented by696
the existing centers [see the area between the two concentric697
circles in Fig. 3(a)]. Thus, in this case, we do not change the698
cluster structure.699
If it does bring a density increment to all of the previously700
existing rules, however701
δk = N (A11)
a new cluster/rule is formed around this point. 702
B. Lemma 2703







where z denotes the global mean defined as z = (1/k)
∑k
i=1 zi. 706
Proof: First, we can rewrite (A12) as D(z) > D(zi);∀i = 707
1, 2, . . . , k. 708
Then, we can assume that there exists a point which violates 709
this condition ∃j|D(zj) > D(z), and finally, we can prove that 710
this assumption is wrong (that it cannot hold). For any point 711








Now, if we assume that D(z∗) > D(z), we only need to prove 713















































































Now, from the definition of the global mean, we can write 715∑k
i=1 zi = kz or respectively
∑k
i=1 zij = kzj . Taking this into 716
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Obviously, this can never be satisfied, and our initial assumption721
was wrong. Thus, D(z) > D(zi);∀i = 1, 2, . . . , k 722
C. Lemma 3723
The mean of the standardized data tends asymptotically to724
zero with the number of data tending to infinity (see Fig. 9)AQ37 725
lim
k→∞
zst → 0. (A22)
Proof: The mean of the standardized data is derived by726
applying both the mean and standardization operations. Let usAQ38 727
























(z − z) = 0.
(A23)
In the online case, we can prove that when k →∞, the same729























=0 for bounded zk+1. (A25b)
Combining (A24) and (A25a) and (A25b), we have732
lim
k→∞
zk+1 = zk (A26)
and finally, this leads to limk→∞ zst = 0 (see Fig. 5). 733
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Fuzzily Connected Multimodel Systems Evolving
Autonomously From Data Streams
1
2
Plamen Angelov, Senior Member, IEEE3
Abstract—A general framework and a holistic concept are pro-4
posed in this paper that combine computationally light machine5
learning from streaming data with the online identification and6
adaptation of dynamic systems in regard to their structure and7
parameters. According to this concept, the system is assumed to be8
decomposable into a set of fuzzily connected simple local models.9
The main thrust of this paper is in the development of an originalAQ1 10
approach for the self-design, self-monitoring, self-management,11
and self-learning of such systems in a dynamic manner from data12
streams which automatically detect and react to the shift in the13
data distribution by evolving the system structure. Novelties of14
this contribution lie in the following: 1) the computationally simple15
approach (simpl_e_Clustering—simplified evolving Clustering) to16
data space partitioning by recursive evolving clustering based on17
its relative position to the mean of the overall data, 2) the learningAQ2 18
technique for online structure evolution as a reaction to the shift19
in the data distribution, 3) the method for online system structure20
simplification based on utility and inputs/feature selection, and21
4) the novel graphical illustration of the spatiotemporal evolu-22
tion of the data stream. The application domain for this com-23
putationally efficient technique ranges from clustering, modeling,24
prognostics, classification, and time-series prediction to pattern25
recognition, image segmentation, vector quantization, etc., to more26
general problems in various application areas, e.g., intelligent27
sensors, mobile robotics, advanced manufacturing processes, etc.28
Index Terms—Evolving fuzzy systems, fuzzily weighted recur-29
sive least-squares estimation, fuzzy rule-based systems.30
I. INTRODUCTION31
S EVERAL important problems from control theory and ma-32 chine learning such as system modeling and identification33
[9], clustering and classification [20], time series prediction [2],34
and controller design [22] can be generalized into a common35
framework that can be represented as a nonlinear mapping of36
some inputs onto some outputs. For example, in classification,37
the inputs are the features, while the outputs are the class38
labels; in clustering, the outputs are not existing; in control, the39
inputs are usually the error and the derivative (or integral) of40
the error, while the outputs are the control actions; in system41
modeling, the inputs represent the independent variables, while42
the outputs—the dependant ones; in time series predictions, the43
inputs are past and present values, while the outputs are the44
predicted future values of the time series. An obvious approach45
Manuscript received January 25, 2010; revised July 13, 2010 and October 12,
2010; accepted December 5, 2010. This paper was recommended by Associate
Editor F. Karray.
The author is with InfoLab21, School of Computing and Com-
munications, Lancaster University, Lancaster, LA1 4WA, U.K. (e-mail:
p.angelov@lancaster.ac.uk).
Color versions of one or more of the figures in this paper are available online
at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.
Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TSMCB.2010.2098866
(that was dominant until 1970s) is to use some existing prior 46
knowledge about the structure of the mapping (usually in the 47
form of first principle models) and then to fine tune the param- 48
eters. The alternatives to the first principle models include the 49
following: 1) so-called black-box approach to which we can cat- 50
egorize state-space and polynomial models [9], more recently, 51
neural networks (NN) [15], etc., and 2) expert and fuzzy rule- 52
based (FRB) models [22]. The former lack transparency and 53
is often dubbed “number fitting.” The latter were tedious and 54
difficult to design until 1990s and were closely related to expert 55
knowledge. During 1990s, it was proven that FRB are dual AQ356
to certain types of NN. Thus, the term “neuro-fuzzy systems” 57
(NFS) was introduced, and data-driven learning techniques 58
were developed [16] which decoupled the FRB systems from 59
the expert knowledge. This can be seen as an extension of 60
the well-known concepts of adaptive (usually linear) systems, 61
independent multiple model systems [24], Gaussian mixture 62
models [2], generalized regression models [11], etc. 63
The importance of data-driven FRB systems becomes vital 64
nowadays when we are surrounded by huge amounts of stream- 65
ing data flows leading to so-called “digital obesity” [25] (every 66
year, more than 1 EB (= 1018 bytes) of data are generated AQ467
worldwide, most of it in digital form). The availability of 68
conveniently using efficient online real-time algorithms for 69
extracting knowledge in a human-intelligible form from data 70
streams [13] is a pressing demand. It is important to emphasize AQ571
that the data-driven design methods do not exclude the expert 72
knowledge which can be used (if available) at the initialization 73
steps or at a higher supervisory level. These approaches are 74
important because they make the automation of the process of 75
complex nonlinear systems design possible as well as extracting 76
automatically in real-time knowledge and providing it to human 77
users or decision makers which is vital for numerous practical 78
applications [3], [17], [25]. 79
System design problem can be divided into the following: 80
1) system structure identification and 2) parameter learning [9]. 81
While the latter problem is well studied [9], [16], the former 82
one is still an open problem. Traditionally, it was assumed that 83
the structure is selected and fixed by an expert based on some 84
prior knowledge or experience or derived offline [9], [16], [18], 85
[22]. During the last decade, a number of approaches emerged 86
addressing the problem of online identification of FRB system 87
assuming an evolving structure, such as self-organized fuzzy 88






dynamic evolving neural-fuzzy inference system (DENFIS) 90
[14], SELM [29], optimally pruned extreme learning machine AQ1091
(OP-ELM) [30], enabling new function mode [31], evolving AQ11AQ1292
NN [10], etc. Most of these require user- or problem-specific 93
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thresholds that influence the resulting structure complexity94
which leads to a large number of rules being generated; to95
remedy this, they apply afterward “pruning” techniques [4],96
[5], [14] that require further threshold parameters and may lead97
to instability and represents an ad hoc technique. In eTS [12]98
and DENFIS [14], the spreads of the membership functions99
belonging to various inputs have the same value. Improved ver-100
sions were also published, such as exTS [19] which introduceAQ13 101
learning of the spread (cluster radii)„ but a major shortcoming102
of these approaches is that they assume a fixed number of103
inputs/features determined in advance.104
In this paper, we propose an entirely data-driven method105
called simplified evolving Takagi–Sugeno simpl_eTS+ NFS106
that allows truly flexible and evolving structure systems to107
be designed autonomously online including selecting the in-108
put variables, adapting the cluster radii, and using a compu-109
tationally simplified evolving online clustering method. The110
basic principle is that of a gradual evolution of the fuzzily111
coupled multimodel structure in terms of local subsystems112
as well as in terms of input variables. Contrast this to the113
abrupt “pruning” and lack of flexibility in terms of input114
variable selection and cluster radii/membership spread of all115
other currently existing approaches. The structure is determined116
by a new computationally simple evolving clustering method117
(simpl_e_Clustering) in the joint input–output data space118
(see Section III). The quality of the local models and the119
respective automatically generated FRB can be monitored on-120
line by qualitative measures, such as utility (Section IV). The121
inputs/features are gradually selected from an initial pool based122
on their recursively accumulated sensitivity using an original123
method (Section V). The proposed approach is verified on a124
number of challenging synthetic and real industrial examples125
(Section VI).126
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT127
The proposed simpl_eTS+ NFS can be seen as a gener-128
alized framework that can model and describe nonlinear and129
nonstationary processes, as shown in Fig. 1.130
It differs from all current NFS such as adaptive network-131
based fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS) [16], DENFIS [14],132
eTS [12], SAFIS [5], SOFNN [4], FLEXFIS [17], ePL [8],AQ14 133
evolving NN [10], etc., by the fact that they have a prefixed134
number of inputs (see Condition E, Fig. 2).AQ15 135
It is also unique in the way the system structure is generated136
(evolves) from the streaming database on the data density137
increment (see next section and Fig. 3) that reflects shifts in the138
data stream (see Fig. 5). It also differs by the ability to gradually139
simplify the system structure based on the rules’ utility.140
Simpl_eTS+ can be interpreted as an evolving set of141

















where Ri denotes the ith fuzzy rule, i = [1, N ], N is the num-143
ber of fuzzy rules, x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]T is the input vector,144
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the simpl_eTS+ as an NFS. Layer 1
represents the membership functions grouped by fuzzy rules, layer 2—the
aggregation operators, layer 3—the normalization, layer 4 weighs the local
models, and layer 5 sums the partial outputs.
Fig. 2. Rule-based evolution in the simpl_eTS+. System structure is not
fixed but can rather gradually evolve in terms of fuzzy rules (Condition A for
growth and Conditions B and C for reduction) as well as in terms of input
variables and respective fuzzy membership functions and dimensionality of the
consequences that are associated with them (Condition D).
(xj is xi∗j ) denotes the jth fuzzy sets of the ith fuzzy rule, 145
j = [1, n]; note that n also evolves, xi∗ is the focal point of the 146
ith rule antecedent, LM(yi) is the Local Model of the ith fuzzy 147
rule, which is expressed by the (generally, m-dimensional) 148
output variables yi = [yi1, yi2, . . . , yim]. 149
The data are standardized online using recursively updated 150
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Fig. 3. (a) Two-dimensional illustration of the principle of forming new clus-
ters and fuzzy rules based on density increment δ [see (8) and the Appendix]
relative to the global mean (denoted by a diamond). New clusters/rules of one
of the following types are formed by new data samples. Type 1 (inside the
inner circle)—they provide better generalization and summarization. Type 2
(outside the outer circle)—they provide better coverage of the data space. The
data between the two circles are interpreted by the existing rules. (b) For
comparison, the same data from Fig. 3(a) are used to demonstrate the zone
of influence (using ellipsoids at a fixed membership degree value). It is obvious














σ2y(k − 1) +
1
k − 1 (y(k)− y(k))
2
σ2y(1) = 0mx1 (2)
where xst denotes the standardized input data, yst—152
standardized output data, x is the mean of the input data, y—the153
mean of the output data, σx denotes the standard deviation154
(variance) of the input data, and σy—the variance of the155
output data.156
For a specific type of the local subsystems, one can transform157
the simpl_eTS+ into one of the following types:158
1) first order TS-type [1] FRB system when the local sub-159
systems are linear160
yi = xTe π
i xTe = [1, x
T ] πi =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ai01 . . . a
i
0m





2) zero-order TS-type FRB system that can also be consid- 161
ered as a simplified Mamdani (sM) type when the local AQ16162
subsystems are singletons (crisp scalar values) 163
yi = Ai (4)
where Ai = [ai01 ai02 ai0m]T denotes the local subsys- 164
tem parameters. 165
The overall output of the simpl_eTS+ system y is formed 166
as a collection of loosely/fuzzily combined multiple local sim- 167
pler subsystems yi. The degree of activation of each local 168
subsystem is proportional to the level of its contribution to the 169









where yi represents the output of the ith local subsystems, λi 171
is the normalized activation level of the ith rule, and τ i is the 172
firing level of the ith rule. 173
The firing level can be defined as a Cartesian product 174
(t-norm) of respective degrees of membership of the antecedent 175






where μij is the membership value of the jth input xj , j = [1, n] 177
in the ith fuzzy rule i = [1, N ]. 178
The membership function can be of any known form. The 179
Gaussian and bell functions are preferable due to their general- 180
ization capabilities (resembling normal distribution and cover- 181








where, for (rij)2, i = [1, N ] j = [1, n] is the spread of the 183
membership function, which represents the spread of the zone 184
of influence of the cluster/rule/neuron projected on the jth axis. AQ17185
In the following section, we will describe the 186
simpl_e_Clustering method used in simpl_eTS+ 187
to automatically extract the system structure from data streams 188
by “on fly” clustering, detecting novel data patterns and 189
evolving the shape of the clusters. 190
III. SIMPLIFIED EVOLVING CLUSTERING METHOD 191
(simpl_e_Clustering) 192
The basic principles of the newly proposed 193
simpl_e_Clustering approach are to ensure the following: 194
P1) good generalization and summarization of data by clus- 195
tering around the focal points located in areas of high 196
density D; 197
P2) good coverage of the entire data space by expanding the 198
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The latter condition is evaluated in respect to the relative200
position of the new data point, existing focal points, and the201
global mean of all standardized data [23]. Additionally, the202
level of overlap of the fuzzy rules is being controlled removing203
previously existing rules that overlap significantly with the204
newly formed rules. Finally, rules/neurons/clusters are being205
removed if they are not used actively.206
Machine learning literature introduced the paradigm of con-207
cept change [6] of the underlying distribution of data streams208
called drift (gradual evolution of the concept over time) or209
shift (a more abrupt and sudden change of the concept over210
time). The concept drift is represented as a smooth sliding of211
the data distribution in the data/feature space from one region212
to another. The concept shift is directly related to the concept213
of evolving systems—forming new clusters/neurons/rules or214
removing existing ones that are not used actively.AQ18 215
While the data density is represented in the data space216
domain, both the drift and shift must be analyzed in the joint217
data–time space domain. In the newly proposed simpl_eTS+218
method, shifts in data streams are detected naturally by the219
density increment δ(k) [see Fig. 3(a)].220
Reaction to a detected shift is by either the following:221
1) forming a new rule around a new data sample which222
becomes a focal point for global data distribution;AQ19 223
2) replacement of an existing fuzzy rule.224
Replacement of a rule itself consists of the following:225
a) forming a new rule around the new point—same as in the226
previous step;227
b) removal of the rule which has lower density and is close228
to this newly added one.229
In summary, we evolve the structure of the simpl_eTS+230
according to the following conditions:231
Condition A) a data sample that covers a new area of the data232
space represented by the density increment relative to the233
global mean [see Fig. 3(a)];234
Condition B) avoid overlap and information redundancy (see235
Fig. 4).236
Condition A is defined (see Lemma 1 in the Appendix for237
details) as238
IF (δ(k) = N) THEN (x(k) → new centre) (8)













)2 − z2j (k) + v2 (zj(k)− zi∗j (k)) zi∗j (k)
is the partial (per cluster and per input) density incre-240
ment and z = [xT ; y]T denotes the input–output vector (data241
sample).242
It can be proven that the global mean tends asymptotically243
toward zero when the number of standardized data points tends244
to infinity (Fig. 5)—see Lemma 2 in the Appendix for the proof245
lim
k→∞
zst = 0. (9)
Fig. 4. Condition B: If the overlap between the new and existing membership
functions is very high, then the previous (old) rule is removed and replaced by
the new one. AQ20
Fig. 5. Convergence of the global mean of the standardized data to the origin
(Lemma 3)—data space representation for two inputs.
Corollary 1: When standardized data are being used, then 246
limk→∞ γi∗j (k) = (z
i∗
j (k))
2 − z2j (k). 247
As a result of Condition A, two types of new focal points of 248
clusters/rules will be formed [see Fig. 3(a)]: 1) type 1—based 249






j (k) = N 250




i∗(k) = −N . 252
New rules of type 1 represent focal points with higher density 253
than any previous focal point [see the inner circle in Fig. 3(a)]. 254
New rules/clusters of type 2 are defined by focal points that 255
cover new areas of data space that cannot be interpolated well 256
using previously existing rules only—outside the outer circle in 257
Fig. 3(a). 258
Corollary 2: When standardized data are used, Condi- 259









j (k) ∀i, i = 260









j (k) ∀i, 261
i = [1, N ] for type 2. This can be conveniently represented 262
graphically for a 2-D case as shown in Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(b), 263
for the sake of comparison, we illustrate exactly the same 264
data as in Fig. 3(a) but instead of the circles indicating the 265
areas where new rules of type 1 and 2 will be formed, 266
we indicate the zones of influence of the existing clusters 267
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TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
It is important to note that Condition A only requires the270
following to be known:271
1) current data point zk;272
2) previous focal points zi∗(k);273
3) the global mean z.274
It codifies, however, the exact information about the density at275
the current point, although all previous points are not memo-276
rized. All other existing approaches for evolving NFS do not277
use the density information of all previous points except eTS278
[12], [19], [28] which is computationally less efficient than the279
proposed approach, as can be seen in Table I. The compu-280
tational complexity of the proposed simpl_e_Clustering281
method in the structure stage is of order O(1) because it only282
requires an online update of a single value—the global mean283
z. In terms of memory, its complexity is of order O(N) since284
it requires memorizing previous N focal points plus the global285
mean. For comparison, eClustering (the approach used in eTS286
to generate the system structure) has computational complexity287
of order O(N) that includes the updating of potentials of the288
existing N rules and calculating the potential of the new point.289
Its memory requirements are of order O(N + n) for centers290
and accumulated variables needed to recursively calculate the291
potential [12], [19], [28]. Note that k  N , k  n, while N292
and n are comparable.293
As opposed to the clustering approach used in eTS [12], [19],294
[28], there is no need to calculate the data density/potential,295
neither the density at the focal points nor to keep them in the296
memory and to update them. At the same time, differently from297
all other published approaches, known to the author, the density298
information from all previous data samples is being used,299
recursively accumulated and compared to all previous focal300
points, as detailed in the Appendix. To update the global mean301
per input [see equation (2)] is much easier and computationally302
cheaper than to calculate and update densities/potentials.303
Moreover, it can also be proven that the global mean is the304
point with the highest density/potential—see Lemma 3. Thus,305
principle P1 alone (selecting data points with highest den-306
sity/potential as candidates to form new centers) is not enough307
to ensure coverage of the data space. This was emphasized on308
an empirical basis in [21].309
Condition B can be formulated as “the new point that is310
accepted to be a new focal point based on Condition A. It should311
not have a high degree of membership to any of the already312
existing rules (should not be very close to any of the previously313











where ε0 is a level that represents a high degree of member- 315
ship (closeness to the center) and a suggested value ε0 = 0.9 316
of 90%. AQ23317
This condition leads to a simpler structure compared to other 318
methods which often require the so-called “pruning,” which 319
will be discussed later. AQ24320
IV. SELF-MONITORING THE QUALITY OF CLUSTERS IN 321
simpl_e_Clustering 322
Simpl_eClusteringis a method that self-monitors and 323
self-regulates the quality of the generated clusters. In 324
simpl_eClustering, only cluster centers and the mean 325
value are kept in the memory that are N + 1 values of 326
dimension (n + m), while all other data points are dis- 327
carded. The question arises “how well do these centers 328
represent the data that were discarded from the memory?” 329
Simpl_eClustering addresses this generic issue of evolv- 330
ing online system design that is usually ignored by other 331
existing methods by monitoring and reacting online to certain 332
properties of the clusters (respectively, rules) that are formed. 333
The value of the spread (zone of influence) of the clusters 334
r can be updated per input j online by learning the data 335
distribution and variance [24] 336(
rij(k)
)2= β (rij(k−1))2+(1−β) (σij(k))2 , rij(1)=0.5
(11)
where β is the learning step (recommended value is 0.5); 337
σij(k) is the scatter/spread, which is determined by (σij(k))2 = 338
(1/Si(k))
∑Si(k)
l=1 ‖zi∗ − zl‖2; σij(1) = 1; Si is the support of 339











Sl(k + 1) = Sl(k) + 1
)
.
Due to the incremental nature of the approach, the relevance 341
of a cluster (respectively, fuzzy rule) may change. One of the 342
measures of the relevance of the rule is the utilityU which 343
accumulates the weight of the rule contributions to the overall 344
output during the life of the rule (from the moment when this 345







It is a measure of importance of the respective fuzzy rule 347
compared to the other rules [comparison is hidden in the relative 348
nature of λ, [see (5)]. 349





U l(k) < ε1
)
THEN (λl ← 0) (13)
where ε1 denotes tolerance (recommended values 3%–10%). 353
In simpl_eTS+, the cluster/rule utility is used for real-time 354
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As a result of this procedure, the antecedent part of the 357













, i=[1, N ].
(14)
It can be directly used for clustering data and various applica- 359
tions, e.g., in robotics [27] and user behavior modeling [26]. 360
It can also be used as a basis of FRB or NFS for: 361
1) online prediction; 362
2) classification; 363
3) control. 364
V. SELF-LEARNING simpl_eTS+ 365
A. Learning Consequents 366
Once the antecedent part of the fuzzy model is determined 367
and fixed, parameters of the consequent part πi can be learned 368
using a recursive least square (RLS) estimation [9]. The real- 369
time algorithm performs both tasks (clustering and parameter 370
estimation) at the same time instant (per data point). The 371
antecedent part of the rules (layers 1–3 of the simpl_eTS+, 372
Fig. 1) can be determined in a fully unsupervised manner, while 373
the consequent part (layers 4–5) requires a supervised feedback. 374
The supervision is by error feedback which guarantees opti- 375
mality (subject to fixed rule-base structure) of the consequent 376
parameters. The overall output of the simpl_eTS+ system 377
given by (1)–(7) can be rewritten in a vector form as follows: 378
y = ψTθ (15)
where θ = [(π1)T , (π2)T , . . . , (πN )T ]T is a vector formed by 379
the local model parameters, ψ = [λ1xTe , . . . , λNxTe ]T is a vec- 380
tor of the inputs that are weighted by the normalized activation 381
levels of the rules λi, i = [1, N ] for the first-order TS model 382
(3), and ψ = [λ1, λ2, . . . , λN ]T for the sM (4). 383
For a given data point x(k), the (globally) optimal in LS 384
sense solution θˆk that minimizes the following cost function: 385
(Y −ΨTθ)T (Y −ΨTθ) → min (16)
can be found by applying the weighted RLS (wRLS) with 386






γC(k) =C(k − 1)− C(k − 1)ψ(k)ψ
T(k)C(k − 1)
γ + ψT(k)C(k − 1)ψ(k) (18)
initialized by θˆ(1) = 0; C(1) = ΩI , where k = 2, 3, . . .; C is 388
an Nn×Nn covariance matrix; Ω is a large positive number; 389
I is the identity matrix; γ denotes the gradual forgetting factor 390
γ (0.9 < γ ≤ 1); Y , Ψ, and θ are the diagonal matrices with 391
y(k), ψ(k), and θ(k) in their main diagonal, respectively. 392
We call this locally optimal fuzzily weighted RLS learning 393
with forgetting (wRLSf) algorithm. In this expression, the RLS 394
is fuzzily weighted through the activation levels which are not 395
the same as the conventional weighted RLS [9] that is directly 396
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has a fixed structure. Under this assumption, the optimizationAQ25 398
problem (16) is linear in parameters. The concept of evolving399
systems, however, assumes a gradually evolving model struc-400
ture. As a result, the activation level of the fuzzy rules λi401
changes. These changes (although infrequent and gradual in the402
sense that only one out of N rules is affected and only when a403
new rule/cluster is created) have retrospective effect (they affect404
previously calculated activation levels λij , where i = [1, N ] and405
j = [1, k − 1]).406
Locally optimal in LS sense solution of the online parameter407
identification task is as follows [12]:AQ26 408
ˆπi(k) = ˆπi(k − 1) + ci(k)xe(k)λi (x(k))
×
(
yl(k)− xTe (k) ˆπi(k − 1)
)
(19)
γci(k) = ci(k − 1)− λ
i (x(k)) ci(k−1)xe(k)xTe (k)ci(k−1)
γ + λi (x(k))xTe (k)ci(k − 1)xe(k)
.
(20)
Initialized by ˆπi(1) = 0; ci(1) = ΩI; l = 1, 2, . . . ,m; k =409
2, 3, . . . will minimize the following cost function:410
N∑
i=1
(Y −XTπi)TΛi(Y −XTπi) (21)
where Λ and X are the diagonal matrices with λ and xe,411
respectively, in their main diagonals.412
The local wRLSf is significantly less affected by this dis-413
turbance of the theoretical optimality of the RLS condition as414
compared to the global wRLSf. In addition, it is significantly415
less computationally complex.416
B. Online Input Selection417
Selecting the most informative inputs/features is a critical418
task that is usually associated with preprocessing stages [2]419
and is addressed by approaches such as principal component420
analysis [2], GP [7], etc. These approaches, however, require aAQ27AQ28 421
batch set of data and a fixed model structure.422
In the previous section, and, to the best of our knowledge,423
in all previous research in online system identification, indeed,424
it was assumed that the dimensionality of the input/features425
vector n is predefined for each problem at hand. Here, we426
present an approach which breaks this assumption by gradually427
removing inputs/features that do not contribute to the output(s)428
based on online estimation of the sensitivity of the output(s)429
to the inputs. Because in TS fuzzy systems [1], the output is430
locally linear; the sensitivity analysis is reduced to the analysis431
of the consequent parameters. The importance of each input/AQ29 432
feature can be evaluated by the ratio of the accumulated sum of433
the consequent parameters for the specific jth input/feature in434




Tir(k) i = [1, N ] j = [1, n]
(22)
Fig. 6. Importance of the input variables estimated online (Condition D) based
on real industrial data as described in case study B.
where Tij(k) =
∑k
l=1 |aij(l)| denotes the accumulated sum of 436
parameter values of the ith rule. 437
Since the inputs, outputs, and the internal variables of the 438
simpl_eTS+ system are standardized, they are comparable 439
between each other. The value of the weight can be used for 440
the gradual removal of inputs/features that contribute little to 441
the overall output. Then, the inputs/features j∗ that do not 442
contribute significantly to the output can be removed at the next 443
time instant, simplifying from the system structure 444
Condition D: 445
∃j∗| ωij∗(k) < ε2 nmax
r=1
ωir(k), i = [1, N ] (23)
where ε2 denotes the tolerable minimum weight of an 446
input/feature—suggested value is from 3% to 5%. 447
This approach provides a tool for monitoring and analyzing 448
the contribution of each input variable/feature online. Removal 449
of features/inputs, however, should be used with care because, 450
as for any online and incremental approach, simpl_eTS+ is 451
order dependant, and therefore, removal is recommended on the 452
basis of longer period of monitoring/observation. 453
Condition D is in terms of the proportion which the weight of 454
a certain input/feature represents from the maximum of the ac- 455
cumulated sum of parameters (see Fig. 6 for an example). If this 456
proportion is negligible (less than ε2), then this input/feature 457
can be removed without significantly affecting the output. This 458
technique has high practical importance because, very often, in 459
a real environment, there are many measurable variables that 460
influence the output. 461
This approach is prototype-based in that some of the data 462
points are used as prototypes (focal points). A number of pre- 463
vious algorithms that concern (neuro-) fuzzy system learning 464
use mean-based clustering [4], [5] (the centers are located at 465
the mean, which, in general, do not coincide with any data 466
point). The clustering approaches used in [4], [5], [8], [14], 467
[15], etc., are threshold-based, and the result highly depends 468
on the selection of appropriate threshold(s). Therefore, these 469
approaches form a large number of clusters that later has to be 470
“pruned” [5]. 471
Combining simpl_e_Clustering for antecedents’ struc- 472
ture identification (Section III) with the wRLSf learning algo- 473
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the following simple procedure for evolving simpl_eTS+475
from data streams can be formulated:476
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS477
A number of experiments were carried out on data streams478
from a synthetic and two real industrial processes. The synthetic479
data set is a widely used benchmark for predictive models and is480
a very challenging chaotic time series and was used in order to481
compare the results of using simpl_eTS+ with the results of482
other published approaches on the same data set. Both industrial483
data streams have noise and are provided to simpl_eTS+ and484
other algorithms without any preprocessing. Both data streams485
are collected from a large number of measurements (candidate486
input variables—180 and 23, respectively), and these put the487
algorithms to a test that is close to a real world situation. The488
experiments aim to demonstrate that simpl_eTS+ is able489
to autonomously self-develop, self-monitor, and self-improve,490
and in this sense, the experiments are very challenging. In491
addition, the second industrial data stream contains a sudden492
change around sample 1300 which was caused by replacing493
the catalyzer in the process run by The Dow Chemical Com-494
pany. This real life change is an excellent challenge which495
once addressed successfully demonstrates the ability to self-496
adapt model structure according to dynamically changing data497
streams.498
Each data stream was tested with several settings of the499
simpl_eTS+ in order to analyze the effects and perfor-500
mance of the improvements introduced in this paper; the501
first setting of simpl_eTS+ included the removal of rules502
(Conditions A–C); the second setting was with simpl_eTS+503
including online input selection (using Conditions A, B, D); and504
the last setting is of the full simpl_eTS+ (all Conditions A–D505
being active).506
A. Synthetic Data Sets507
First, we compare the performance of simpl_eTS+ with508
other published approaches on the widely used time series509





1 + z10(t− T ) − 0.1z(t).
The following experiment was conducted: 3000 data points,511
for t = [201, 3200], are extracted from the time series and512
TABLE II
RESULTS FOR MACKEY–GLASS TEST
used as training data and 500 data points, for t = [5001, 5500], 513
are used as validation data. The learning was stopped during 514
the validation to allow comparability with other published 515
approaches. The aim is to predict the value z(t + 85) based 516
on four previous values, namely, z(t), z(t− 6), z(t− 12), and 517
z(t− 18). The precision is measured using nondimensional AQ30518
error index (NDEI) defined as the ratio of the root mean square 519
error over the standard deviation of the target data. 520
The model complexity is measured by the number of fuzzy 521
rules generated. The results of the comparison of the proposed 522
approach with several published results (see Table II) demon- 523
strate the superiority of simpl_eTS+ that offers the simplest 524
structure (number of fuzzy rules and number of inputs) with 525
very high precision. 526
The best result in terms of lower error NDEI = 0.316 is 527
registered when Conditions A, B, and D are active but not 528
Condition C. This means that rules with low utility are not 529
being removed from the rule base (in this case, the rule base 530
has 20 rules and all four inputs). Activating Condition C AQ31531
(in addition to A and B) leads to removing two not much used 532
(with low utility) rules. Adding to that, Condition D allows 533
further removal of one input/feature that contributes least to 534
the overall prediction. The structure of the system gets much 535
simpler (15 rules and 3 inputs only) with some deterioration in 536
terms of the error (NDEI = 0.374/5) which still compares fa- 537
vorably with the alternative approaches taking into account that 538
they provide similar error level but use much more complicated 539
rule bases. 540
B. NOxNOx Emission Case Study 541
This data set was collected from car engines (courtesy of 542
Dr. E. Lughofer, Johannes Kepler University Linz, Linz, AQ32543
Austria) to estimate the NOx content in the emissions that they 544
produce based on the variables that are easy to measure, such 545
as pressure in the cylinders, engine torque, rotation speed, etc. 546
[17]. In total, as much as 180 input variables are considered 547
as potential inputs (these also include the physical variables 548
described previously taken at different time instants, i.e., with 549
different time delays). In [17], we used offline input variable 550
selection method and common knowledge to determine the best 551
five inputs. Instead, in this paper, we start processing all the data 552
inputs available and select the best subset automatically online. 553
When we apply Condition D, the end result is a fuzzy model 554
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TABLE III
RESULTS FOR NOx CAR EMISSION ANALYSIS
TABLE IV
PREDICTING PROPYLENE CONTENT OF DISTILLATION
(A–D), the model evolves to 13 fuzzy rules with seven inputs556
(fuzzy sets) (see the results in Table III).557
Moreover, the prediction error is lower with the model that558
has inputs selected automatically. In this experiment, again, a559
much simpler structure rule base is achieved when all condi-560
tions (A–D) are applied, but if the error is the only criteria561
(having a larger and much more complex structure), then con-562
ditions A, B, and D are most effective.563
C. Propylene Case Study564
The propylene data set is collected from a chemical distilla-565
tion process run at The Dow Chemical Company, U.S. (courtesy566
of Dr. A. Kordon, [3]). The data set consists of 3000 readings567
from 23 “hard” sensors. These are used to model the propylene568
content in the product output from the distillation. Some of the569
inputs proved to be irrelevant to the model and, thus, bring570
noise. Therefore, the input selection is very relevant for this571
particular problem.572
From Table IV, it is seen that using simpl_eTS+, a com-573
pact fuzzy model of seven fuzzy rules and two inputs (fuzzy574
sets per rule) can be evolved online which also provides the575
best precision (see also Fig. 7).576
This demonstrates that highly compact, transparent, and577
interpretable models can be designed from data streams online578
using simpl_eTS+.AQ33 579
Final Rule base for propylene:580
R1: IF (x1is 24.6) AND (x2is 26.3)581
THEN(y = −0.039 + x1 − 0.324x2)582
R2: IF (x1is 39.0) AND (x2is 43.5)583
THEN(y = −0.615 + 4.77x1 − 0.340x2)584
Fig. 7. Predicting propylene content in the product using simpl_eTS+.
The horizontal axis represents the data samples taken every 15 min; the
vertical axis represents the normalized values of the output y. A significant
technological change takes place around sample 1300.
R3: IF (x1is 46.2) AND (x2is 49.5) 585
THEN(y = −0.679 + 1.090x1 + 0.450x2) 586
R4: IF (x1is 45.9) AND (x2is 49.9) 587
THEN(y = −1.340 + 5.570x1 − 3.320x2) 588
R5: IF (x1is 36.2) AND (x2is 43.5) 589
THEN(y = −0.002 + 0.320x1 − 0.065x2) 590
R6IF (x1is 31.6) AND (x2is 38.7) 591
THEN(y = −0.007 + 0.366x1 − 0.129x2) 592
R7IF (x1 is 40.6) AND (x2 is 39.5) 593
THEN (y = −0.527 + 0.406x1 − 0.345x2Z) 594
VII. CONCLUSION 595
This paper has introduced a novel computationally and 596
conceptually simple scheme for a joint structure and pa- 597
rameter identification of evolving NFS of a generic type 598
(Fig. 1). The proposed new simpl_eTS+ approach also 599
evolves the inputs of the multiple inputs and multiple out- 600
put structure, removing rules/ neurons based on their utility. AQ34601
The simpl_e_Clustering approach that is used for system 602
structure identification and evolution does not use directly the 603
data density/potential (as it is in the eTS approach) and, thus, 604
reduces the computational efforts by an order of magnitude 605
(Table I). It differs from all other existing techniques of this 606
type by taking into account the accumulated proximity (den- 607
sity) information without memorizing it directly. The proposed 608
method allows complete autonomous knowledge extraction 609
from streaming data (including model input selection online). 610
The proposed approach takes into account the shift in the data 611
stream by evolving the structure of the system. Compared to the 612
other well-known concepts of adaptive systems, the proposed 613
one allows a much higher level of flexibility and achieves better 614
results on real-life data. The root of its better efficiency is in 615
the simpler model structure achieved based on data density 616
determined recursively (recursive noniterative manner of cal- 617
culations is the key why the approach is much faster); the better 618
precision is achieved due to flexibility (model structure evolves 619
and follows as a reaction to the dynamically changing data 620
pattern as opposed to averaging all data or using less efficient 621
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The main contributions of this paper are:623
1) the novel and computationally simple approach to data624
space partitioning by recursive evolving clustering based625
on the relative position to the mean of the overall data626
simpl_e_Clustering;627
2) the learning technique for online structure evolution as a628
reaction to the shifts in the data distribution;629
3) the method for online input/feature selection630
(Condition D);631
4) the method for system structure simplification based on632
utility (Condition C);633
5) the novel graphical illustration of the spatial-temporal634
evolution of the data stream (Fig. 3).635
The application domain for this computationally efficient636
technique ranges from simple clustering-based techniques for637
pattern recognition, image segmentation, vector quantization,638
etc., to more general modeling, prognostics, classification, and639
time-series prediction problems in various application areas,640
e.g., intelligent sensors, mobile robotics, advanced manufactur-641
ing processes, sensor networks, etc. The proposed approach can642
be used as a basis to build adaptive (with evolving structure)643
self-calibrating inferential (soft) sensors for chemical and oil644




In eClustering [19], the main condition to form new clusters649




















Starting from Condition A_old, it can be proven that a signifi-652
cantly simpler Condition A can be derived that is based on the653
density increment δ(k), i.e., (8) is identical to Condition A_old654
(used in eTS [12], [19], [28]), but it does not require the density655
to be calculated and updated for every new data point.656
Proof [23]: One can express the partial density increment657
as a difference between the densities of the following:658
1) the new data point zk calculated at the time instant k,659
Dk(zk);660
2) the density of the cluster/rule center calculated at the 661
same time instant Dk(zi∗) 662
Δi∗k = Dk(zk)−Dk(zi∗). (A2)
The meaning of the partial density increment is “how much 663
the density will change if we measure it in the new data point 664
instead of the previous i∗th cluster center (focal point of a 665
rule).” We can express this quantity from the definition of the 666








which leads to (A4), shown at the bottom of the page, 668
where Li = {1, 2, . . . , i ∗ −1, i ∗+1, . . . , k − 1} denotes a set 669
of (k − 2) indices (all indices from 1 to (k − 1) excluding the 670
index i∗. 671
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j is the mean of all points675
except the i∗th cluster/rule center and the last (k − 1)th point.676
Since both denominators (denom1 and denom2) express677
sums of distances, they are positive by definition. Similarly,678
(k − 2)/(k − 1) is also positive. Therefore, the sign of γi∗k679




)2 − z2jk + 2 (zjk − zi∗j ) zi∗j . (A7)
If the sign of the density incrementΔi∗k is the same for each681
rule, then the new data point brings a spatial innovation. OneAQ36 682
can judge this by observing the sign of the ∑n+mj=1 γi∗jk. If it is683
the same for all previously existing (N) rules, then the density684
increment takes place in respect to each previously existing685
rule. The overall sign of the density increment in respect to all686










The mean zi∗j used in (A6) can be calculated by subtracting688






















where zj(k−1) = (1/(k − 1))
∑k−1
l=1 zjl is the mean of all points691
up to the (k − 1)th.692
It can easily be calculated recursively693
zj(k−1) =
(k − 2)
(k − 1)zj(k−2) +
1
(k − 1)zj(k−1).
If the new data point does not bring density increment to all of694
the existing clusters/rules695
0 < δk < N (A10)
then it can be interpolated by the existing rules represented by696
the existing centers [see the area between the two concentric697
circles in Fig. 3(a)]. Thus, in this case, we do not change the698
cluster structure.699
If it does bring a density increment to all of the previously700
existing rules, however701
δk = N (A11)
a new cluster/rule is formed around this point. 702
B. Lemma 2703







where z denotes the global mean defined as z = (1/k)
∑k
i=1 zi. 706
Proof: First, we can rewrite (A12) as D(z) > D(zi);∀i = 707
1, 2, . . . , k. 708
Then, we can assume that there exists a point which violates 709
this condition ∃j|D(zj) > D(z), and finally, we can prove that 710
this assumption is wrong (that it cannot hold). For any point 711








Now, if we assume that D(z∗) > D(z), we only need to prove 713















































































Now, from the definition of the global mean, we can write 715∑k
i=1 zi = kz or respectively
∑k
i=1 zij = kzj . Taking this into 716
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Obviously, this can never be satisfied, and our initial assumption721
was wrong. Thus, D(z) > D(zi);∀i = 1, 2, . . . , k 722
C. Lemma 3723
The mean of the standardized data tends asymptotically to724
zero with the number of data tending to infinity (see Fig. 9)AQ37 725
lim
k→∞
zst → 0. (A22)
Proof: The mean of the standardized data is derived by726
applying both the mean and standardization operations. Let usAQ38 727
























(z − z) = 0.
(A23)
In the online case, we can prove that when k →∞, the same729























=0 for bounded zk+1. (A25b)
Combining (A24) and (A25a) and (A25b), we have732
lim
k→∞
zk+1 = zk (A26)
and finally, this leads to limk→∞ zst = 0 (see Fig. 5). 733
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AQ31 = The word “if” is removed in this sentence for clarity. Please check if appropriate and correct if
necessary.
AQ32 = The “University of Linz Austria” was changed to “Johannes Kepler University Linz.” Please check
if appropriate and correct if necessary.
AQ33 = The following data were captured as algorithm. Please check if appropriate and correct if necessary.
AQ34 = The acronym “MIMO” was defined as “multiple inputs and multiple outputs.” Please check if
appropriate and correct if necessary.
AQ35 = The sentence was reworded for clarity. Please check if the original thought was retained and correct
if necessary.
AQ36 = The word “than” was changed to “then.” Please check if appropriate and correct if necessary.
AQ37 = Fig. 9 was not found in the manuscript. Please check.
AQ38 = The phrase “the mean and standardization operations” was removed from the parentheses for clarity.
Please check if appropriate and correct if necessary.
AQ39 = The sentence was reworded for clarity. Please check if the original thought was retained and correct
if necessary.
AQ40 = Please provide month of publication in Ref. [12].
AQ41 = Please provide complete date the patent was issued in Ref. [23].
AQ42 = Please provide the IEEE membership history of Plamen Angelov.
AQ43 = Braunschweig was captured as the city campus of the University of Applied Sciences. Please check
if appropriate and correct if necessary.
AQ44 = The University of Linz was changed to Johannes Kepler University of Linz. Please check if
appropriate and correct if necessary.
AQ45 = The acronym “EC” was defined as “European Commission.” Please check if appropriate and correct
if necessary.
AQ46 = The acronym “ASHRAE” was defined as “American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air
Conditioning Engineers.” Please check if appropriate and correct if necessary.
END OF ALL QUERIES
